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A definition of complex stable random variables is presented which includes
earlier definitions as special cases. The class of complex stable random variables is
characterized and is shown to be a subclass of the operator stable random
variables. The exact conditions under which a sum of independent complex stable
random variables is again complex stable are also found.  2001 Academic Press
AMS 1991 subject classification: 60F05.
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INTRODUCTION
Complex Gaussian random variables have been used and studied exten-
sively. In the simplest case a complex random variable Z=X+iY is said
to be complex Gaussian if the joint distribution of X and Y is a bivariate
Gaussian distribution. Similarly, the complex stable random variables Z
studied by previous authors assume that the joint distribution of X and Y
is a classical bivariate stable distribution, often spherically symmetric.
Cambanis and others have been interested in symmetric alpha stable ran-
dom variables. See Samorodnitsky and Taqqu (1994).
In this paper a class of complex stable random variables is presented
which includes those previously studied as special cases. For these complex
stable random variables the joint distribution of X and Y may exhibit
spherical symmetry, elliptical symmetry, or a complete lack of symmetry.
Conditions under which a sum of complex stable random variables is again
complex stable are also found.
PRELIMINARIES
Write the complex valued random variable Z as Z=X+iY where X and
Y are real valued random variables. In this paper complex random
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variables will be studied by examining properties of the corresponding
probability measure + induced by ( XY) on R
2.
Throughout this paper all complex valued random variables will be
assumed to be full. This means that the support of the induced measure
+ is not contained in any line. Equivalently, there is no line in the complex
plane having the property that Z lies on that line with probability
one.
If + and & are probability measures on R2 then + V & will denote the con-
volution of + and &; +n will denote the n fold convolution of + with itself.
The probability measure which is degenerate at the vector b is denoted by
$(b). The notation + =c & will indicate that +=& V $(b) for some vector b,
that is, that + and & are equal after centering. If A is a linear transforma-
tion, the measure A+ is defined by A+(S)=+(A&1S). The symmetry group
of the full probability measure + is denoted by S(+) and is the compact
group of invertible linear operators A on R2 for which A+ =c +. The
measure + is spherically symmetric if S(+) is the orthogonal group. For
probability measures on R2 the symmetry group is known to be conjugate
to either the orthogonal group or to a finite group.
COMPLEX STABLE RANDOM VARIABLES
There are at least two possible definitions of stability in this setting. Both
definitions generalize the notion of stability for real valued random
variables.
For the first definition, suppose Z1 , Z2 , ... are independent and identi-
cally distributed complex random variables. If there are complex numbers
an and bn so that an nj=1 Zj+bn converges in distribution to a complex
random variable Z, then the random variable Z is complex stable accord-
ing to the limit definition.
For the second definition, suppose Z, Z1 , and Z2 are independent and
identically distributed complex random variables. Suppose that whenever
a1 and a2 are non-zero complex numbers there are complex numbers a
and b so that a1Z1+a2Z2 has the same distribution as aZ+b. The
random variable Z is then complex stable according to the additivity
definition.
In her unpublished dissertation Smith (1985) showed, among other
things, that Z is complex stable according to the additivity definition if and
only if Z is spherically symmetric and complex stable according to the limit
definition. In this paper the term complex stable will henceforth mean com-
plex stable according to the limit definition. The probability measure on R2
induced by a complex stable random variable will be called a complex
stable probability measure.
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COMPLEX STABLE AND OPERATOR
STABLE PROBABILITY MEASURES
To continue the development, pass from complex random variables to
the induced probability measures on R2. Denote by I=( 10
0
1) and by
J=( 01
&1
0). Multiplication of the complex numbers :1+i;1 and :2+i;2 is
then identified with the matrix product (:1I+;1J)( :2;2 ). A linear operator A
on R2 is said to be a complex number if A=:I+;J for some real numbers
: and ;. Viewed in this way the probability measure + is complex stable if
and only if there is a probability measure &, real sequences :n and ;n , and
a sequence cn of vectors in R2 so that (:n I+;nJ) &n V $(cn) converges
weakly to +. Hence complex stable measures are a special case of operator
stable measures, which were introduced by Sharpe in 1969. A superb
reference to the basic facts about operator stable measures is the book by
Jurek and Mason (1993). The paper by Hudson, Mason, and Veeh (1994)
is also a useful reference.
Sharpe showed that full operator stable probability measures are
infinitely divisible. Consequently, the characteristic function +^ of + is
uniquely determined by, and uniquely determines, a triple [a, 7, M] con-
sisting of a constant vector a, a non-negative definite operator 7, and a
Le vy measure M. The non-Gaussian infinitely divisible probability
measures are those for which 7=0. A linear operator A is in the symmetry
group of a non-Gaussian infinitely divisible probability measure if and only
if AM=M.
Sharpe also showed that + is operator stable if and only if there is an
operator B with the property
+t =c tB+
for all t>0. In this expression +t is the infinitely divisible probability
measure whose characteristic function is determined by the triple
[ta, t7, t } M] each of whose elements is t times the corresponding element
in the triple for +. The operator tB=eB ln t is defined by the Maclaurin
expansion of the exponential function; B is called an exponent of the
operator stable law +. Exponents need not be unique. Holmes, Hudson,
and Mason (1982) showed that the collection of exponents of + is exactly
B+TS(+), where B is any one exponent of + and TS(+) is the tangent
space of the symmetry group considered as a Lie subgroup of the group of
automorphisms of R2.
Theorem 1. A probability measure + on R2 is complex stable if and only
if + is operator stable and has at least one exponent of the form :I+;J. The
measure + is complex Gaussian if and only if all complex exponents of + are
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of the form 12I+;J. The measure + is complex stable and non-Gaussian if
and only if there is a value of :>12 for which all complex exponents of +
are of the form :I+;J and the operator 7 in the triple representing the
characteristic function of + is 0.
Not every operator stable exponent of a complex stable measure must
correspond to a complex number. For an operator stable measure on R2
Hudson and Mason (1981a) showed that the exponent is either unique
or the collection of exponents consists of all matrices of the form
:I+;WJW&1 where ; is arbitrary and W is a fixed matrix. If the complex
stable measure + has a unique operator stable exponent, then that expo-
nent is either :I or :I+;J for some :>12 and the symmetry group is
finite. The case of a unique exponent of the form :I corresponds to the
classical stable measure with a finite symmetry group. Here : is the recipro-
cal of the classical index of stability. If the complex stable measure + has
a unique complex exponent but multiple operator stable exponents the
unique complex exponent must be :I. Also + has elliptical but not spherical
symmetry. The complex Gaussian measures for which 7 is not a multiple
of I fall into this category. The complex stable measure + has multiple com-
plex exponents if and only if + is spherically symmetric. In this case for
some fixed :12 the collection of exponents is the collection of all
matrices of the form :I+;J.
SUMS OF COMPLEX STABLE RANDOM VARIABLES
If Z and W are independent complex stable random variables, is Z+W
complex stable? Based on the parallel case of stable random variables on
the real line, a reasonable conjecture is that Z and W must have a common
complex exponent if Z+W is to remain complex stable.
Theorem 2. The sum of two independent complex stable random variables
is complex stable if and only if the corresponding probability measures have
at least one common complex exponent.
Theorem 2 can be extended to the case of linear combinations of inde-
pendent complex stable random variables. The key observation is that if Z
is complex stable with complex exponent B and if a is a non-zero complex
number then aZ is again complex stable with exponent B. This follows
easily from Sharpe’s characterization and the fact that B and a commute.
Corollary. Let Z1 and Z2 be independent complex stable random
variables and let a1 and a2 be non-zero complex numbers. Then a1 Z1+a2Z2
is complex stable if and only if Z1 and Z2 have a common complex exponent.
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The situation in which there are 3 or more summands is more difficult.
This is because the symmetry group of a convolution + V & may be larger
than the symmetry group of either + or & individually. Thus + V & may have
infinitely many complex exponents while + and & each have only one.
Hence in the case of 3 or more summands there may be no common com-
plex exponent. This increase in symmetry is the only way in which this lack
of a common complex exponent can be achieved.
Here is an example that illustrates this behavior. This example makes use
of the representation of the Le vy measure M of an operator stable measure
as
M(A)=|
S
|

0
1A (tBx) t&2 dt dK(x)
where K is a finite measure supported on the unit circle S of R2. (The set
S can be used here since all exponents correspond to complex numbers.)
The measure K is called the mixing measure. Consider now the three
operator stable measures specified as follows. The measure +1 has a
uniform mixing measure on the upper half of the unit circle and exponent
I+J. The measure +2 has a uniform mixing measure on the lower half of
the unit circle and exponent I+J. The measure +3 has a mixing measure
which is degenerate with unit mass at (1, 0) and exponent I+3J. Then
+1 V +2 is spherically symmetric and is complex stable, by Theorem 2. One
exponent for this convolution is I+3J, which is not an exponent for either
+1 or +2 . Theorem 2 shows that +1 V +2 V +3 is complex stable even though
there is no exponent in common to all three measures.
Theorem 3. Suppose Z1 , ..., Zn are independent complex stable random
variables with complex exponents B1 , ..., Bn respectively. Suppose also that
Z1+ } } } +Zn is complex stable with complex exponent B0 . Let r denote the
number of distinct exponents among B1 , ..., Bn . Denote by Yj , 1 jr, the
sum of the Z ’s having the jth distinct complex exponent in common. At most
one of the complex stable random variables Yj is not spherically symmetric,
and the Y ’s have a common complex exponent B0 .
PROOFS
Proof of Theorem 1. The first assertion is contained in Smith’s disserta-
tion, so only an outline of the proof is provided here. First suppose that +
is complex stable. The earlier discussion shows that + is operator stable.
Sharpe showed that an operator stable probability measure has an expo-
nent by constructing a group G of automorphisms of Rd and showing that
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the non-zero elements of the tangent space of this group are real multiples
of exponents. By restricting the elements of G to be matrices corresponding
to complex numbers the same argument can be used to show that the
elements of the tangent space of this smaller group are again real multiples
of exponents. Thus + is operator stable and has a complex exponent. Sup-
pose now that + is operator stable and has a complex exponent B. Sharpe’s
characterization shows that +=n&B+n V $(bn) for some sequence of vectors
bn # R2. Simple computation shows that n&B is a complex number since B
is complex. Hence + is complex stable. This establishes the first assertion.
Sharpe showed that the eigenvalues of an exponent play an important
role in determining some of the probabilistic properties of the correspond-
ing measure. In particular he showed that any operator stable measure +
can be written as +G V +P where +G is a Gaussian measure and +P is an
operator stable measure with no Gaussian component. Hudson and Mason
(1981b) determined the support of each of these measures as follows. Select
any exponent B of + and factor the minimal polynomial of B as g h where
each root of g is simple and has real part equal to 12 while each root of
h has real part greater than 12. The support of +G is the kernel of g(B) and
the support of +P is the kernel of h(B). Since for a complex exponent
B=:I+;J the eigenvalues are :\i; exactly one of these kernels is non-
trivial. This establishes the other assertions. K
Proof of Theorem 2. The proof is most easily carried out in terms of the
induced probability measures on R2.
First suppose that +1 and +2 are complex stable and have a common
complex exponent B. Using Sharpe’s characterization of operator stable
measures
(+1 V +2)t=+ t1 V +
t
2
=c tB+1 V tB+2
=c tB(+1 V +2)
which shows that +1 V +2 is complex stable.
For the converse, suppose +1 and +2 are complex stable measures with
complex exponents B1 and B2 respectively. Suppose also that +1 V +2 is
complex stable having complex exponent B0 . Using Sharpe’s defining
property above gives the equations
+ t1 =
c tB1+1
+ t2 =
c tB2+1
(+1 V +2)t =
c tB0 (+1 V +2)
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for all t>0. Realizing that in the last equation (+1 V +2)t=+ t1 V +
t
2 and sub-
stituting from the first two equations gives tB0 (+1 V +2) =
c tB1+1 V tB2+2 or
upon rearrangement +1 V +2 =
c t&B0tB1+1 V t&B0tB2+2 . Since the exponents
are all complex numbers and therefore commute with each other this can
finally be written as
+1 V +2 =
c tB1&B0+1 V tB2&B0+2
for all t>0. This equation will be referred to as the fundamental equation.
Lemma 1. For any vector x the sets [&tB1&B0x& : t>0] and [&tB2&B0x& :
t>0] are bounded.
Proof. Suppose there is a vector x and a sequence [tn] so that
&tB1&B0n x&   as n  . Restating the fundamental equation in terms of
characteristic functions evaluated at x and taking the modulus gives
|+^1 (x) +^2 (x)|=|+^1 (tB1
*&B0*
n x) +^2 (t
B2*&B0*
n x)|
after also replacing t by tn . Here Bj* denotes the adjoint of B j with respect
to the usual inner product of R2. Since the modulus of a characteristic func-
tion does not exceed 1,
|+^1 (x) +^2 (x)||+^1 (tB1
*&B0*
n x)|.
Sharpe showed that a full operator stable measure is absolutely continuous
with respect to Lebesgue measure (see Hudson (1980)). Since the B’s
represent complex numbers, &tB1*&B0*n x&=&tB1&B0n x&   as n  . The
RiemannLebesgue Lemma therefore shows that the right side of this
inequality tends to 0 as n  . This contradicts the fact that since +1 and
+2 are infinitely divisible their characteristic functions can not vanish.
A similar proof works for the other set. K
Since the B’s are operators which represent complex numbers the rela-
tion tBj =t:j t;j J holds where Bj=:jI+;jJ. Simple computation with the
power series shows that t;j J=R(;j ln t) where R(%) denotes a rotation by
the angle % in R2. The lemma therefore implies that :0=:1=:2 . The
fundamental equation can then be written as
+1 V +2 =
c R((;1&;0) t) +1 V R((;2&;0) t) +2
for all real t.
Consider now the special case in which ;1=;0 . Then B1=B0 and B0 is
an exponent of +1 . Since the infinitely divisible laws are a cancellation
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semigroup with respect to convolution the fundamental equation implies
that
+2 =
c t (;2&;0) J+2
for all real t and hence that t(;2&;0) J # S(+2) for all real t. Differentiation
at t=1 shows that (;2&;0) J=B2&B0 is in the tangent space of this sym-
metry group. Thus B0 is also an exponent for +2 . So B0 is a common expo-
nent for +1 and +2 . A similar argument holds if ;2=;0 .
If ;1=;2 then B1=B2 is a common exponent for +1 and +2 .
The remaining case is that in which ;0 , ;1 , and ;2 are all distinct. The
fundamental equation can be restated in terms of the Le vy measures M1
and M2 of +1 and +2 as
M1+M2=R((;1&;0) t) M1+R((;2&;0) t) M2 .
Denote by F the collection of real valued bounded continuous functions
defined on R2 which do not have the origin in their support. If M and N
are Le vy measures and  f dM= f dN for all f # F then M=N. For f # F
let f j (%)= f (R(%) x) dMj (x). Since f is bounded and does not have the
origin in its support and since Mj is a Le vy measure, f j is bounded. Since
f is continuous and Mj is a Le vy measure, the Lebesgue Dominated Con-
vergence Theorem shows that the function f j (%) is continuous. Clearly f j is
a periodic function with period 2?. For each fixed f # F the equation
above shows that
f 1 (%)+ f 2 (%)= f 1 (%+(;1&;0) t)+ f 2 (%+(;2&;0) t)
for all % and all t. This relationship can be used to compute the Fourier
coefficients of f j relative to the orthonormal basis [ein%: n=0, \1, \2, ...]
of L2 ([0, 2?]) as follows.
:
2
j=1
|
2?
0
ein%f j (%) d%= :
2
j=1
|
2?
0
ein% f j (%+(;j&;0) t) d%
= :
2
j=1
|
2?+(;j &;0) t
(;j &;0) t
ein%&n(;j &;0) tf j (%) d%
= :
2
j=1
e&n(;j &;0) t |
2?+(;j &;0) t
(;j &;0) t
ein%f j (%) d%
= :
2
j=1
e&n(;j &;0) t |
2?
0
ein% f j (%) d%
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where the last equality follows from the 2? periodicity of the integrands.
Since the ;’s are assumed distinct, the functions 1, e&n(;1&;0) t, and
e&n(;2&;0) t are linearly independent as functions of t if n{0. Thus
|
2?
0
ein%f j (%) d%=0
for n{0. Since the Fourier coefficients of f j are 0 for n{0, and since f j is
continuous, f j is a constant function. This means f j (%)= f j (0) for all %
which entails
| f (x) d(R(%) Mj)(x)=| f (x) dM j (x)
for all %. Since this last equation holds for all f # F the equality
R(%) Mj=Mj must hold for all %. Thus the measures M1 and M2 are
spherically symmetric. This implies that +1 and +2 are spherically sym-
metric too. Thus (;j&;0) J=Bj&B0 is in the tangent space of the sym-
metry group of +j . Therefore B0 is a common exponent of +1 and +2 . K
Proof of Theorem 3. Proceed as in the proof of Theorem 2 with +j
denoting the probability measure of Yj . The arguments there lead to the
equation
:
r
j=1
|
2?
0
ein% f j (%) d%= :
r
j=1
e&n(;j &;0) t |
2?
0
ein% f j (%) d%.
By hypothesis the numbers ;1 , ..., ;r are distinct and at most one of these
numbers is ;0 . So for n{0 the exponentials are again linearly independent.
Hence
|
2?
0
ein%f j (%) d%=0
for all n{0 and for all %, except for at most one value of j. Arguing as
before, this means that Mj is spherically symmetric except for at most
one value of j. In any case, this shows that B0 is an exponent for all of
the Y ’s. K
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